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De:
Asunto:
Fecha:
Para:

esra özmen rap_style_ghetto@hotmail.com
RE: Aprender Esra
March 10, 2014 at 10:43 AM
Emilio Santisteban emilio@emiliosantisteban.org

Hallo Emilio,
so i read your email, and you are right, the language is very important, and it
will be difﬁcult for us:
Please say me if i have understand you correctly:
At ﬁrst it was for me very interessant to her about your story, about the life as a
teacher:) and as a artist..!!
So if i understand you correctly, i will teach you in rap? This right? If its right,
i m happy, we can make super music together, and i can teach you:) Important
is the lyrics, but you are teacher, and an artist, so you will have it easy...!! So if
we are ﬁnish with the text, we make a beat:) and than i can train you in rap:)
this is no problemmmmmmmm:) we can make a rap about sandleiten, or about,
migration, what you want....!!
Sooo: you ask me some questions:
1. Make a written Sandleitenhof everyday situations ( which are usual things ,
such as people get used to buy bread at a place at speciﬁc times, or conversely
that the custom is that sellers of bread with the bread to list houses at certain
times ... I do not know ) .
Two . Take photos / videos do those situations.
Three . Identiﬁed for each of these ritual situations (ie actions that are more or
less always the same or very often ) .
April . Identiﬁes whether these rituals somehow hide / reveal sexism, sexism ,
racism, xenophobia , etc. .
May . It also identiﬁes if somehow those same rituals hide / reveal otherwise
gender equality , positive relations between different ethnic groups, etc. .
(Things are never absolute , it has some sweet salty ) .
6. Take photos / videos do those details that hide / reveal these things negative
and positive respectively .

and positive respectively .
Sooo i we have time, i will answer this question next week, because i have a
idea: I want to make a Video, where i go to buy bread, and in the Video i can
tell about the places, in sandleiten, i can make a tour in Kongresspark and so
on... You believe its good idea? I will make it with a small camara, handy
camara is also okey...!! Because i think in a video, everything is real, and you
have o good picture about sandleiten... What you think?

a big huggggg:)
Esraaaaa

